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Abstract
Owing to their scalability, flexible operation, and long cycle life, vanadium redox flow bat-
teries (VRFBs) have gained immense attention over the past few years. However, the VRFBs 
suffer from significant polarization, which decreases their cell efficiency. The activation po-
larization occurring during vanadium redox reactions greatly affects the overall performance 
of VRFBs. Therefore, it is imperative to develop electrodes with numerous catalytic sites 
and a long cycle life. In this study, we synthesized heteroatom-rich carbon-based freestand-
ing papers (H-CFPs) by a facile dispersion and filtration process. The H-CFPs exhibited high 
specific surface area (~820 m2 g–1) along with a number of redox-active heteroatoms (such as 
oxygen and nitrogen) and showed high catalytic activity for vanadium redox reactions. The 
H-CFP electrodes showed excellent electrochemical performance. They showed low anodic 
and cathodic peak potential separation (DEp) values of ~120 mV (positive electrolyte) and 
~124 mV (negative electrolyte) in cyclic voltammetry conducted at a scan rate of 5 mV s–1. 
Hence, the H-CFP-based VRFBs showed significantly reduced polarization.

Key words: catalytic effect, carbon-based freestanding papers, heteroatom, high active-
surface area, vanadium redox flow batteries

1. Introduction

In response to increasing issues related to global climate change due to greenhouse gas 
emissions of carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide, renewable energy technologies have been 
developed to produce marketable energy from conversion of natural resources such as wind, 
solar, and tidal energy [1,2]. However, these renewable energies are difficult to use at a certain 
level owing to the influence of the changing environment. For this reason, next-generation 
electric energy storage (EES) including lithium-ion batteries, redox flow batteries (RFBs), 
fuel cells, and hydrogen storage is important to store the clean energy generated using 
renewable energy sources [4-7]. Among these, RFBs have gained immense attention. They 
are considered promising candidates for use in EES for large-scale applications due to their 
extensive scalability, design flexibility, and long cycle life [8-11]. In particular, vanadium 
redox flow batteries (VRFBs) possess efficiency advantages that derive from minimized ion 
crossover because the same vanadium salt is used as both positive and negative electrolyte. 
However, this results in loss of cell efficiency as well as increased cost of electrolyte [12-
15]. Although the VRFBs have excellent merits, there is a fatal problem with its full-cell 
components that obstructs its practicality. The excessive cell polarization at high current 
densities is a major drawback of VRFBs and needs to be overcome to develop EES with 
high energy densities. Among the kinds of cell polarization, the activation polarization 
(originating from the electrodes) affects the electrode materials and their surface chemistry 
in ways that influence the vanadium redox reactions [16,17]. To reduce the activation 
polarization and achieve better cell performance, the morphology and surface chemistry 
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where [34,35]. To prepare the H-CFPs, we first prepared two 
dispersions. The first was of 1:1 (by weight) A-CNTs in dimeth-
ylformamide (DMF) solution and the second was of H-CMNs in 
DMF (same ratio). The two dispersions were then stirred for 30 
min and vacuum filtered onto an alumina template membrane 
to obtain freestanding films. The resulting products were then 
washed with ethanol and water to obtain the H-CFPs and dried 
in a vacuum oven at 80°C for 3 h. Finally, the alumina membrane 
was peeled off. For comparison with the H-CFPs, freestanding 
films containing only A-CNTs were also prepared through the 
same process, excluding the addition of H-CMNs.

2.2. Characterization

The morphology of the H-CFPs was observed using field-
emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM; S-4300SE, 
Hitachi). X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis of the H-CFPs and 
A-CNTs was performed using an X-ray diffractometer (DMAX-
2500, Rigaku). Raman spectra of the samples were acquired us-
ing a Raman microscope with a polarized laser (514.5 nm). The 
acquisition time and number of scans to obtain each spectrum 
were 15 s and five cycles, respectively. The Brunauer-Emmett-
Teller (BET) surface area was determined using nitrogen ad-
sorption and a desorption analyzer (ASAP 2020, Micromeritics) 
at −196°C. The surface chemistry of the samples was deter-
mined using X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS; PHI 5700 
ESCA).

2.3. Electrochemical characterization

Cyclic voltammetry (CV) and electrochemical impedance 
spectroscopy (EIS) analyses were carried out using a potentio-
stat (PGSTAT302N, Autolab) and a home-made cell with three 
electrodes (working, counter, and reference) [36]. H-CFP and 
A-CNT electrodes with a diameter of 5 mm (area=0.196 cm2) 
were employed as working electrodes. Pristine carbon felt with 
an area of 3 cm2 and Ag/AgCl, were used as the counter and ref-
erence electrodes, respectively. The positive (0.1 M VOSO4 / 2.0 
M H2SO4) and negative (0.1 M V2(SO4)3 / 2.0 M H2SO4) electro-
lytes for the half-cell tests were prepared using VOSO4 (99.5%, 
Sigma-Aldrich) and H2SO4 (96.5%, Sigma-Aldrich).

3. Results and Discussion

The morphology of a prepared electrode can be observed in 
Fig. 1a and b, which shows the optical and FE-SEM images of 
the H-CFPs. The H-CMNs had a graphene-like two-dimensional 
structure that induced brittleness in them. On the other hand, 
the H-CFPs were suitable, freestanding, and formed a pliable 
electrode because of the presence of the A-CNTs. In detail, the 
scheme in Fig. 1c represents a concise procedure for the fab-
rication of the H-CFPs. To confirm the carbon structures and 
texture properties of both the A-CNT and H-CFP samples, XRD, 
Raman, and porosimetry analyses were carried out. The XRD 
pattern of the H-CFPs showed a relatively broad graphite (002) 
peak at ~25.5° while a sharp peak was observed in the case of 
the A-CNTs (Fig. 2a). The (002) peak derives from the stacking 
order of the graphene layers. Because the H-CMNs were 

of the VRFB electrodes should be optimized by introducing 
an electro-catalyst such as oxygen or nitrogen functional 
groups [16-22]. Our recent results suggest that synergistic 
catalytic effects of the oxygen and nitrogen due to the pyridonic 
structure, leading to reduced activation polarization in the V2+/
V3+ redox reaction [21]. In addition, Wang et al. [22] reported 
that carbon felt dual-doped with nitrogen and oxygen and 
then used as electrodes exhibits superior battery performance 
(e.g., coulombic and voltage efficiencies) compared to pristine 
carbon felt. Consequently, this can be achieved by modifying 
the surface of the electrodes. Typically, carbon-based materials 
such as carbon or graphite felts are used as electrode materials 
for VRFBs, due to their high electric conductivity, high 
chemical stability in highly acidic environments, and relatively 
low cost [23,24]. Nevertheless, carbon-based electrodes are 
hydrophobic in nature and possess low active-surface areas; 
hence, they exhibit poor electrochemical activity. To overcome 
these issues, many recent efforts have been made to develop 
electrodes with high active-surface area and superior catalytic 
activity towards vanadium redox reactions [23-25]. In contrast, 
nanocarbon-based materials such as carbon nanofibers, carbon 
nanotubes, and graphene show excellent catalytic activity 
towards vanadium redox reactions because of its inherently 
superior high-active surface area and electrical conductivity 
[26-28]. In addition, biomass-derived nanocarbon electrodes 
also exhibit high electrochemical activity owing to their high 
active-surface area and to the natural presence of numerous 
heteroatoms on their surface [29-32]. Although nanocarbon 
materials show outstanding electrochemical properties, most of 
them, including such as carbon felts or carbon papers, must be 
used on substrates if they are to be used as VRFB electrodes. 
Recently, freestanding carbon sheets obtained from multiwall 
carbon nanotubes have been reported to be electrochemically 
active towards the VO2+/VO2

+ and V2+/V3+ redox couples, and 
hence have become potential candidates for VRFB electrodes 
[33]. To develop a plausible nanocarbon-based active 
electrode, it is essential to realize a monolithic form showing 
high electrocatalytic activity for vanadium redox couples. In 
this study, heteroatom-rich carbon-based freestanding papers 
(H-CFPs) were prepared using materials of acid-treated carbon 
nanotubes (A-CNTs) and microporous carbon-based nanoplates 
containing numerous heteroatoms (H-CMNs). These were 
collected by simple filtration into a monolithic form. The 
prepared H-CFPs were freestanding (did not require any binder) 
and contained numerous electroactive heteroatoms, leading to a 
catalytic effect for vanadium redox reactions. The H-CFPs also 
showed high active-surface area, numerous heteroatoms, and 
great acid stability. These all support superior electrochemical 
activity, and make H-CFPs potential candidates for use as VRFB 
electrodes.

2. Experimental

2.1. Preparation of H-CFPs

The H-CFPs were prepared from A-CNTs and H-CMNs us-
ing a facile dispersion and filtration process. The detailed proce-
dure for the synthesis of these samples has been reported else-
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Fig. 2d. It can be seen that the A-CNTs and H-CFPs show a 
low relative pressure region (~0.02), indicating some increase 
in the adsorbed nitrogen (~43 and ~150 cm3 g–1) (Fig. 2c). These 
results indicate that the adsorption of nitrogen molecules at low 
relative pressure is induced by the deposition of a monolayer on 
the surface of both A-CNTs and H-CFPs [34,35]. The H-CFPs 
showed a higher specific surface area (~820.9 m2 g–1) than for 
the A-CNTs (~166.1 m2 g–1). In addition, the H-CFPs exhibit-
ed type-I and type-IV isotherms, indicating their microporous 
and mesoporous structure, respectively. The porous structure 
and high surface area of the H-CFPs provided a large number 
of active sites for vanadium redox reactions, which improved 
their catalytic activity [29-32]. The textural properties of the 
A-CNTs and H-CFPs obtained from nitrogen adsorption and 
desorption isotherms are given in Table 1. XPS analysis was 
also conducted to elucidate the surface chemistry of A-CNTs 
and H-CFPs, and their related carbon nanostructure. The results 
showed the presence of heteroatoms in the A-CNT and H-CFP 
samples (Fig. 3). The high-resolution C 1s spectra of both the A-
CNTs and H-CFPs indicated the presence of various bonds such 
as C=C, C-C, C-O, and C=O and they also showed relatively 
similar C/O ratios. Moreover, the XPS spectra of the H-CFPs 
indicated the presence of nitrogen functional groups, in that the 
peaks for pyridinic-N, pyridonic/pyrrole-N, quaternary-N, and 
N-O bonds were observed at 398.7, 400.5, 401.2, and 403.0 eV, 
respectively. The value of a C/N ratio of ~4.8 was obtained, in-

prepared by chemical activation using alkali agents, insufficient 
carbon-layer stacking was observed due to exfoliation of the 
graphite structure. This resulted in disordering of the carbon 
structure [35]. The Raman spectra of the A-CNTs and H-CFPs 
showed distinct D and G bands at 1331 and 1336 cm–1 (for A-
CNTs) and 1563 and 1568 cm–1 (for H-CFPs) (Fig. 2b). The D 
bands correspond to the intrinsic phonon modes with the A1g 
symmetry of aromatic rings (which are activated by structural 
disorder), while the G bands correspond to the hexagonal carbon 
structure related to the E2g vibration mode of the sp2-hybridized 
C atoms [37]. The D/G intensity ratio (ID/IG) of the H-CFPs was 
~1.22, which is much higher than that of the A-CNTs (~1.01). 
This result indicates that the H-CFPs formed a disordered carbon 
structure containing numerous defects (such as heteroatoms), 
which is in good agreement with the XRD results. The pore 
structure of the A-CNTs and H-CFPs was examined using their 
nitrogen adsorption and desorption isotherms (Fig. 2c). The 
pore size distribution of the A-CNTs and H-CFPs is shown in 

Fig. 1. (a) Optical image of the H-CFPs, (b) FE-SEM image of the H-CFPs, 
and (c) schematic for the preparation of the H-CFPs.

Fig. 2. (a) XRD pattern, (b) Raman spectra, (c) nitrogen adsorption-
desorption isotherms, and (d) pore size distribution of the A-CNTs and H-
CFPs.

Table 1. Textural properties of the A-CNTs and H-CFPs

Sample SBET

 (m2 g–1)a)

bSMIC

(m2 g–1)b)

cSMESO

(m2 g–1)c)

H-CFPs 820.9 82.2 738.8

A-CNTs 166.1 43.0 123.1
a)SBET: BET specific surface area.
b)SMIC: micropore specific surface area.
c)SMESO: mesopore specific surface area.

Fig. 3. (a) C 1s and (b) O 1s XPS spectra of the A-CNTs and H-CFPs, and (c) 
N 1s XPS spectrum of the H-CFPs.
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4. Conclusions

In summary, H-CFPs were prepared using a facile dispersion 
and filtration process. The H-CFPs possessed an entangled 
structure (1- and 2-D) for mass transport. In addition, the H-CFPs 
showed the presence of numerous heteroatoms (such as oxygen 
and nitrogen atoms) that acted as active sites for the vanadium 
ions, and a high specific surface area of ~820 m2 g–1. These 
characteristics are attributed to their superior electrochemical 
performance, leading to superior catalytic activity with DEp 
values of ~120 mV (positive electrolyte) and ~124 mV (nega-

dicating the presence of abundant nitrogen as well as oxygen 
at the active sites of the vanadium ion (Fig. 3c) [16-22]. The 
electrochemical performance of the A-CNT and H-CFP samples 
was investigated by carrying out CV measurements using a 
home-made three-electrode cell system at room temperature 
[21,32,36]. In the presence of the positive electrolyte, the 
A-CNT and H-CFP samples showed peak potential separation 
(DEp) of ~221 and ~120 mV, respectively. On the other hand, in 
the presence of the negative electrolyte, the A-CNT and H-CFP 
samples showed DEp of ~154 and ~124 mV, respectively (Fig. 4a 
and b). In the presence of the positive electrolyte, the Ipa/Ipc ratio 
(for the VO2+/VO2

+ redox reaction at a scan rate of 5 mV s–1) for 
the H-CFP electrodes was close to one (~1.07) while the A-CNT 
electrodes showed a Ipa/Ipc ratio of ~1.12. As shown in Fig. 4c 
and d, the peak current densities of the as-prepared electrodes 
were almost proportional to the square root of the scan rate. This 
suggests that a mass transfer process resulted in the occurrence 
of the VO2+/VO2

+ and V2+/V3+ redox reactions on the surface 
of the electrodes. Compared to the slope of the H-CFP and the 
A-CNT, the H-CFP electrodes showed a much higher slope 
than for the A-CNT electrodes. The higher slope of the H-CFP 
electrode means that a faster rate of mass transfer occurs to the 
H-CFP surface [26]. This fast mass transfer of H-CFP could be 
attributed to the high active-surface area and to the numerous 
oxygen and nitrogen functional groups on the H-CFP surface. 
The results discussed so far show that the electrochemical 
catalytic effects of the H-CFP electrodes reduced their activation 
polarization. The electrochemical properties of these electrodes 
are given in Table 2. To examine the polarization resistance of 
the as-prepared electrodes, EIS was carried out under equivalent 
conditions and the Nyquist plots are shown in Fig. 4e and f. The 
radius of the semicircular part of the Nyquist plots was affected 
by the activation polarization (for the vanadium redox reactions) 
of the electrodes [21,33]. In the high-frequency region of the 
semicircular part, the H-CFP electrodes showed a lower charge 
transfer resistance for the VO2+/VO2

+ redox reaction than with 
the A-CNT electrodes. However, in the presence of the negative 
electrolyte, the charge transfer resistance of both electrodes 
was almost the same (see Fig. 4d). These results demonstrate 
the potential of H-CFPs: facile ion and electron transport 
and superior catalytic activity, leading to reduced activation 
polarization of the VRFB electrodes. 

Table 2. Electrochemical properties obtained from the cyclic voltammetry results of the A-CNT and H-CFP electrodes at various scan rates

Scan rate 
(mV s–1)

A-CNTs H-CFPs

Negative electrolyte Positive electrolyte Negative electrolyte Positive electrolyte

Ipa/Ipc DEp (mV) Ipa/Ipc DEp (mV) Ipa/Ipc DEp (mV) Ipa/Ipc DEp (mV)

1 0.53 70.5 1.21 90.6 0.58 57.3 1.07 60.4

2 0.65 96.4 1.11 130.9 0.71 79.9 1.09 82.9

3 0.72 120.9 1.12 161.1 0.76 94.6 1.08 90.6

5 0.77 154.9 1.12 221.5 0.81 124.8 1.07 120.9

7 0.74 186.1 1.11 272.3 0.83 141.0 1.08 151.0

10 0.74 227.9 1.13 322.4 0.85 174.1 1.10 161.1

Fig. 4. Cyclic voltammograms of the A-CNT and H-CFP electrodes (a) 
VO2+/VO2

+ and V2+/V3+ redox couple in a 0.1 M VOSO4 + 2 M H2SO4 electro-
lyte at a scan rate of 5 mV s–1. Peak current densities of the A-CNT and H-
CFP electrodes in the (c) catholyte and (d) anolyte. Nyquist plots of the A-
CNT and H-CFP electrodes in the (e) catholyte and (f ) anolyte.
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